We report a new type of supersymmetry, "N -fold supersymmetry", in one-dimen -sional quantum mechanics. Its supercharges are N -th order polynomials of momentum: It reduces to ordinary supersymmetry for N = 1, but for other values of N the anticommutator of the supercharges is not the ordinary Hamiltonian, but is a polynomial of the Hamiltonian. (For this reason, the original Hamiltonian is referred to as the "Mother Hamiltonian".) This supersymmetry shares some features with the ordinary variety, the most notable of which is the non-renormalization theorem. An N -fold supersymmetry was earlier found for a quartic potential whose supersymmetry is spontaneously broken. Here we report that it also holds for a periodic potential, albeit with somewhat different supercharges, whose supersymmetry is not broken.
Introduction
Supersymmetric quantum mechanics has served as a testing and training ground for various concepts and ideas, for example the Witten index [1] , and nonperturbative techniques before they are applied to supersymmetric quantum field theories. It was recently found that when there is a quartic potential it allows an extension to a new type of supersymmetry, which was dubbed N -fold supersymmetry [2] . This discovery was actually made through the non-renormalization property found through the investigation of the nonperturbative properties of the theory by the application of the valley method [3] - [10] : In Refs. [2, 11] the nonperturbative part of the energy spectrum was calculated by the valley method, which, together with an understanding of the Bogomolny's technique [12] as the separation of the purely nonperturbative piece from the perturbative piece, led to the discovery of the disappearance of the leading Borel singularity of the perturbative series at some discrete values of a parameter (N ) in the theory. One such value (N = 1) corresponded to the case when the theory becomes supersymmetric and the disappearance of the Borel singularity is explained by the fact that the ground state does not receive any perturbative correction. Thus it was speculated that at other integer values of N , a new symmetry similar to the supersymmetry may exist to explain the non-renormalization properties, and in fact the authors of Ref. [2] succeeded in identifying it and named it "N -fold supersymmetry".
The scope of the N -fold supersymmetry, however, were limited: While the ordinary supersymmetry allowed an arbitrary prepotential W (q), under the N -fold supercharges defined in Ref. [2] the N -fold supersymmetry was possible only for quadratic W (q).
In this letter we report a new N -fold supersymmetry for a periodic potential, whose supercharges are different from the quadratic case. In Section 2, we summarize the ordinary supersymmetry and the N -fold supersymmetry for quadratic W (q). In Section 3, we prove a no-go theorem, which states that under the same N -fold supercharges as in Ref. [2] , only the quadratic W (q) is possible. The new N -fold supersymmetry for a periodic potential is discussed in Section 4.
where the operators D ( †) are defined by the following:
where p = −i(d/dq) and W (q) is an arbitrary real function of the coordinate q. The Hamiltonian is given by the following;
In contrast to supersymmetric field theories, this theory allows the introduction of a matrix representation for the fermionic coordinates;
In this matrix representation, the supercharges are written as follows:
while the Hamiltonian is
where
or in terms of W (q),
In this matrix notation, the proof of the algebra (1)- (3) is straightforward. Specifically, the components of (3) are the following conjugate pair;
which is a trivial relation derived from Eq.(10). In the following, we use the matrix notation Eq.(8)-Eq. (11) . The N -fold supercharges are defined by the following:
and the Hamiltonian is; 1
The following is the N -fold supersymmetric algebra:
which was proven for any integer N when W (q) is a quadratic function of q. (A proof of this is given in the next section.) A convenient canonical form of W (q) is the following:
where the parameter g is an analogue of the coupling constant. For small N g 2 , H ±N have asymmetric double-well potentials separated by the potential barrier of height of O(1/g 2 ) (see Fig.1 ). At g = 0, the two wells become disjoint and two spectrum towers appear at around q = 0 and q = 1/g. For integer values of N , the N -th excited state is degenerate, with the lowest state in the other tower. This is the case when the N -fold supersymmetry exists and it protects the degeneracy when the coupling constant g is turned on. The lowest Nstates that do not have the corresponding states in the other spectrum are called "Isolated States", which are free from Borel singularities due to the N -fold supersymmetry, and in fact the perturbative series for the energy eigenvalues of these states have a finite convergence radius in the g-plane [2] .
The Hamiltonian H N is not equal to the anticommutator 1 2 {Q † N , Q N } unless N = 1, which is the ordinary supersymmetric case. This is evident from the fact that Q N contains N -derivatives with respect to the coordinate q and therefore 1 2 {Q † N , Q N } contains 2N -derivatives. The latter has, on the other hand, a "family resemblance" to the Hamiltonian, and is thus called the "Mother Hamiltonian";
The following commutation relation is, of course, satisfied:
It was conjectured that this Mother Hamiltonian H N is a polynomial of the ordinary Hamiltonian H N ;
where M N is a N × N matrix obtained from the perturbative solution of the N isolated states [2] . The identity (21) was proven for N = 1, 2, 3 by hand, and for values up to N = 10 by the use of Mathematica.
A no-go theorem
As noted before the N -fold supersymmetry for N = 2, 3, · · · were found only for the particular W (q) defined by Eq.(18), while the N = 1 ordinary supersymmetry holds for any arbitrary function W (q). Therefore it is most natural to explore what other kinds of W (q) allow N -fold supersymmetry. Furthermore, for the quadratic W (q) the supersymmetry is spontaneously broken. Therefore it is interesting to examine if N -fold supersymmetry exists without spontaneous supersymmetry breaking. It is possible to explore what kind of W (q) is allowed under the supercharges (13), but with the following generalized Hamiltonian:
The components of the desired commutation relation (17) are the following:
and its conjugate. In order to find the constraints for W (q) and f N (q) induced by the above relation, we will calculate the difference between the l.h.s. and the r.h.s. of the above:
where we used a relation
where ∂ = ∂/∂q, we may transform all the Ds to ∂ s by the U -transformation;
The next step is to move all the derivatives to the right and examine the coefficients of a given power of ∂. It is straightforward to show that the coefficients of ∂ N +2 and ∂ N +1 vanish identically. The ∂ N term and ∂ N −1 term yields the following, respectively:
These lead to; f
where C is an integration constant. This reproduces the original Hamiltonian (14) with a meaningless constant C added. From the coefficient of ∂ N −2 we find the following:
The lower powers of ∂ have coefficients proportional to the derivatives of W of order four or more. Therefore, we conclude that under the assumption of the form of the supercharges (13) and the Hamiltonian (22), the commutation relation (17) holds only for the following three cases: (1) N = 0, the trivial case with arbitrary W (q), (2) N = ±1, the ordinary supersymmetry with arbitrary W (q), and (3) W ′′′ = 0, the quadratic W (q) found previously. This proves that as long as the supercharges are of the form (13) , no new N -fold supersymmetry is possible.
The periodic case
We will now examine the following case:
with periodicity 2π/g. Ordinary supersymmetry is not broken since the region of q is finite, unlike the quadratic case. We define new N -fold supercharges by the following:
where N = 2M + 1. Note that the above product is always in the range −M, −M + 1, · · · , M − 1, M even for the half integer M (even N ). The supercharges (32) contain N -derivatives, but are different from the form (13) , and are free from the constraint of the no-go theorem proven in the previous section. The Hamiltonian is the same as in Eqs. (14) and (15) . The potential of H −N is illustrated in Fig.2 . We first prove the commutation relation (17), whose components are;
and its conjugate. As in the previous section, we transform the both sides of the above identity by the U -transformation. The following is useful for this calculation:
The l.h.s. of Eq.(34) is then calculated as follows:
which is identical to U H +N P N U −1 . This completes the proof of (34).
There is an alternative, more complex but more direct, proof of the identity (34), which is similar to the proof of the quadratic case in Ref. [2] . We first note the following relation:
Using this relation repeatedly, it is possible to show the following relation for any integer N ′ (= 2K + 1) and N (= 2M + 1) by the mathematical induction for N ′ :
This relation reproduces the desired commutation relation (34) for N ′ = N .
If we now turn to the isolated states and the Mother Hamiltonian next, we see that in the ordinary N -fold supersymmetry, the algebra (23) guarantees that any solution Ψ −N of the Shrödinger equation of the Hamiltonian H −N is a solution of the Hamiltonian H +N with the same eigenvalue, unless it is eliminated by D N ;
This equation is satisfied by
where f (q) is a polynomial of order N − 1 or less. The solution (42) is not normalizable due to the gq 2 -term in W (q), but it is so at any finite order of the perturbation expansion in g. Thus the perturbative properties, especially the energy eigenvalues, of the isolated states are determined completely by the N -fold supersymmetry. The fact that the solution (42) is not normalizable means that there are nonperturbative corrections on the isolated states and the N -fold supersymmetry is spontaneously broken [2] . In the current case, we have
in place of (41), which is satisfied by f (q) of the form of the truncated Fourier series;
By substituting the above into the Shrödinger equation H −N Ψ −N = EΨ −N and using (36), we find the following set of equations for the coefficients (a −M , · · · a M ):
for k = −M, · · · M, where a M+1 and a −(M+1) should be understood to be zero. We rewrite the above to the matrix equation for the vector a N = (a −M , · · · , a M ) T as follows:
The energies of the isolated states are obtained from the following condition that nontrivial a N are allowed as solutions of the above;
It should be noted that unlike the quadratic case, the solutions of Eq. (47) 
whose solutions have infinite convergence radius. It is interesting to note that the exact energy of the first excited state is E = g 2 /2, which is only the first order correction, which is analogous to the ABS anomaly. It should be noted that these solutions for the isolated states come with specific boundary conditions; periodic for odd N and anti-periodic for even N . No exact solutions with other twisted boundary conditions has been found so far. We conjecture that the Mother Hamiltonian H N defined by
with the supercharges (32) is again given by the following polynomial of the usual Hamiltonian;
We have proven the above identity directly for N = 3 by the use of Mathematica. We have found some further extensions of the N -fold supersymmetry are possible, including cubic and exponential W (q)s. This and further general discussions will be published in the near future.
